Shawn Wilkins
Phone: (443) 535.1533
Online: https://shwn.me
Email: shawnwilkins@me.com

References available upon request.

Hardworking and passionate writer and editor seeking career opportunities in any writing,
journalistic, or communication-based fields. Effectively able to explain technology, its uses, how
it impacts culture, and the world around us. Caring deeply about the flow of words, how each
one is used and why.

Skills

Education

Communication
Writing and Editing
Creativity

Decision Making
Social Media Planning
HTML & CSS

Adobe Creative Suite
UI & Layout Design
Adaptability

University of Maryland
Global Campus
Communication Studies BA

Experience
2020 - Present

TouchArcade · Freelance Reviews Copywriter
Focusing on iOS games and writing reviews discussing the design, playability, and
gameplay. Covering all aspects of game design, understanding the process
involved and explaining it succinctly.

2019 - Present

Macchiato · Culture Writer
Writing and editing articles and essays, as a passion project, centered around how
race, upbringing, and a difference in cultural background make the design and tech
world vastly different for people that aren’t part of the average demographic.

2019 - 2020

Howard Community College · PR & Marketing Intern
Working alongside a team to promote and push the goals of the college overall.
Overseeing social media, student profiles, and various news stories. Worked
with another intern to utilize videos and photos to raise engagement.

2016 - 2019

HCC Times · Content Strategist
Crafted ideas and projects for various writers and focused on maintaining
organizational standards. Created a new layout for the physical paper and made
branding consistent with the college.

2014 - 2016

Nintendojo · News & Reviews Copyeditor
Wrote articles focused on news topics within the world of Nintendo. Alongside
primarily writing reviews for new video games, accessories, and products while
also writing op-ed articles going deeper in depth.

2011 - 2016

Culture Milk · Senior Copywriter
Built a team of eight, routinely wrote and edited articles about technology, new
apps, latest products, and the world around them. Article topics span across
fashion, literature, music, movies, and anything modern-culture.

